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Emotional Arousal
● Neither OC women [t(44) = .5, p = .60] nor NC women [t(33) = .3, p = .73] showed a significant change in their 

negative PANAS scores between baseline (OC: M = 17.51, SD = 6.51; NC: M = 18.36, SD = 7.38) and stimulus (OC: M
= 16.64, SD = 6.16; NC: M = 17.57, SD = 9.01) for the emotional condition.  

● However, for the neutral stimulus, naturally-cycling women showed a decrease in negative arousal scores from 
baseline (M = 18.36, SD = 7.38) to after the stimulus was presented (M = 14.54, SD = 4.85), [t(64) = 3, p < .05].

Recall Accuracy 
● There were no significant differences in HRs between OC and NC women across any condition. 
● There was a significant difference in FARs between OC women (M = .04, SD = .04) and NC women (M = .03, SD = 

.04) for the emotional condition [t(88) = 2, p < .05].  
● There was no significant difference in FARs between OC women (M = .05, SD = .05) and NC women (M = .05, SD

=.05) for the neutral condition [t(87) = -.43, p = .67]. 

The Effects of Hormonal Contraception on Auditory Emotional Memory

● The use of hormonal contraception has been shown to alter both brain structure and 
function. 

● Emotional memory research has had mixed findings - some have found increased 
memory accuracy for negative emotional events when compared to a neutral event1, 
while others have found that emotional memories are more susceptible to 
misinformation and thus decreased accuracy2. 

● Previous studies regarding emotional memory have discovered that women on an oral 
hormonal contraceptive (OC) correctly recall more gist information of an emotional 
story, whereas naturally-cycling women (NC) will be more likely to correctly remember 
more details of the same story3. However, these studies have utilized primarily visual 
stimuli (a video or a slideshow with narration) and have not isolated auditory stimuli 
alone. 

o Gist information is information that, when changed or omitted, alters the main plot 
of the story. 

o Details are all other aspects of the story that can be recalled, and are often more 
trivial in nature (do not alter the main plot when changed or omitted).

Question: Do women on OC differ from NC women when recalling an auditory emotional 
memory?

Hypothesis: Women on an oral hormonal contraceptive will have a more accurate memory 
for details of an auditory emotional story, whereas naturally-cycling women will have a more 
accurate memory for gist information of the same story. There is no predicted difference in 
gist or detail memory accuracy between groups for a neutral auditory story. 

Participants: Female participants (N = 90; 18- to 33-years old, M
= 20.5, SD = 2.4), who were either naturally-cycling (N = 45; NC) 
for at least the last 3 months (no form of hormonal birth control) 
or on an oral hormonal contraceptive (N = 45; OC) for at least the 
last 3 months (either combined or progestin-only).

● Following the eligibility questionnaire, participants 
completed a Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS) in 
order to assess their baseline affective state. 

● They were then randomly assigned to hear a narrated 
recording of a story with either emotional or neutral content. 

● Following the first narration, they completed a second 
PANAS and then were asked to freely recall all story 
elements that they remember. 

● They then completed a demographics questionnaire.
● Next, they heard the second recorded narration (whichever 

story they had not heard prior).
● Following the second story, they completed a third PANAS 

and were asked to perform free recall for the story they had 
just heard.

The two stories were similar in length and contained similar 
amounts of detail and gist elements.

Responses were analyzed by two independent judges, who had 
an 83% agreement rate, which is considered near-perfect 
agreement4. 

Analysis Methods: A Signal Detection Theory (SDT) model was 
employed to assess participants’ recall accuracy. The recalls 
were considered more accurate when Hit Rates (HR) were high 
and False Alarm Rates (FAR) were low. The following equations 
were used:

● Contrary to previous studies, these findings did not demonstrate a significant difference in 
recall accuracy for auditory emotional memories between naturally-cycling women and 
women an an oral hormonal contraceptive. 

● The findings did demonstrate increased recalled elements (both correct and incorrect) for 
the neutral story compared to the emotional story. 

● Participants were also more accurate when recalling gist information compared to detail 
information, regardless of narrative content. 
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BACKGROUND

Total Correct Categories Total Incorrect Categories

Gist Detail Total Gist Detail Total

Negative 
Story

13 31 44 8 28 36

Neutral 
Story

13 26 39 6 19 25

MATERIALS
The following stories were used as the scripts for the narrated stimuli. The emotional story was adapted from Cahill et al. 
(1994)5.  


